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Dear Secretary Katz:
We write in responsc to the NASD's proposed changes lo the classification of public
arbitrators in Rule 10308 and in response to the comments generaled by some of our peers to the
proposed changes. We do not object per se to the changes proposed by Ilie NASD, which seek to
ensure that arbitrators with significant ties to thc sccuritics industry shall not be classified as
"public arbitrators." It should be recognized, howevcr, that t l ~ cproposed changcs will have the
effect of rendering certain public arbitrators under the current classification non-public in the
futurc, as classjlyiiig arbitrators as "phlic" will require a more extensive separation from the
securities industry, and what constitutes a "non-public" arbitrator will now include those who are
registered through a broker or a dealer. Given, then, the shift towards m arbitration panel
makeup that has less knowledge of the securities industry, which the proposed changes will
ensure, we believe it is evcn more imperative that the requirement of one non-public arbitrator on
each and every panel bc preserved.
A number or o w peers Iiave responded to the proposed rule change by arguing that the
entire panel should be cornpriscd of public arbitrators. Such an argument mistalwily equates
to note that those
naivete with fairness and knowledge with bias. First, it is u~~swprising
advocates who arguc thc entire panel should be comprised of public arbitrators represent, on the
wholc, customer claimants. Clearly then, what is fair for them is what will garner a larger
rccovery for their clients, and they believe, accurately or not, 111al public arbitrators are more
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likcly to award larger recoveries in custornerimember disputes than industry arbitrators.
Systematically precluding arbitrators with securities industry experience arbitrarily presupposes
that non-public arbitrators will be biased against customer claimants. Second, advocates of
precluding every member of a panel a certain experience with the securities industry would
ignore the very context within which an arbitration panel adjudicates -the securities industry.
We acknowledge the delicate balance that the SEC has achieved in its requirement that
each panel of t h e c arbitrators includes one non-public arbitrator. Given thc purpose of each and
every panel - to resolve disputes in the securities industry - we feel it is imperative that evcry
panel is infused wit11 a certain standard of industry knowledge. It should be recognized that the
proposed changes will have the erfect of diluting this standard to some cxtcnt. Therehe, while
we do not object per se to such changes, we feel strongly that the SEC ignore the position taken
by some of our pccrs to eliminate the requirement of one non-public arbitrator on each panel.
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